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The Mexican War is a subject about which less 

research has been addressed compared to other wars 

conducted by the United States. It was a war which began 

with great enthusiasm but ended with political 

controversy. Rather than discussing this debate, I have 

chosen to research an area with immense failure despite 

overall dedication and ability. The purpose of this 

thesis is to show the structure.of the Medical Bureau of 

the War Department and how it failed to provide 

organization in some areas. It is a descriptive 

narrative based upon previously published works enhanced 

by additional material in more recently accessible 

primary sources. I have found conflicting dates and data 

as well as varied spelling of many names. Many items of 

information were related; some were not. All, though, 

provide an interesting glance at an area of war often 

overlooked. 
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ABSTRACT 

A HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES MEDICAL DEPARTMENT 
IN THE MEXICAN WAR

Martha Deann Hamiter Lee 
December 1991 

The purpose of this thesis is to show the structure 

of the Medical Bureau of the War Department and how it 

failed to provide organization in essential areas. It is 

a descriptive narrative compiled of previously published 

works enhanced by additional material in more recently 

accessible primary sources. Major sources of information 

were published journals and diaries of Mexican War 

soldiers and several articles by surgeons who served 

during the war. Various books were also studied for 

background information and medical facts. This data is 

interpreted and presented in bipartisan terms with little 

reference to political involvements. The vast majority 

of material is from American sources and, therefore, is 

flavored with an American bias. Medical procedures and 

jargon are given in layman's terms with an amateur 

understanding of medicine. It is concluded that the 

Medical Bureau suffered great failure despite dedication 

and ability. The greatest fault was with the War 

Department who organized its army for times of peace with 

little consideration for war. 
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CHAPTER I 

ORGANIZATION OF MEDICAL SERVICES 

During the war between the United States and Mexico, 

1846 to 1848, General Zachary Taylor led the Army's 

campaign in northern Mexico while General Winfield Scott 

later led the Army into Mexico City. In New Mexico and 

California, Mexican authorities were forcibly replaced 

with American governments. Each of these campaigns 

required the service of personnel from the Medical 

Department. 

The Medical Department was one of nine bureaus of 

the War Department.1 Under the direction of the

Secretary of War, the Surgeon-General oversaw 

administrative details while stationed in Washington, 

D.C. All officers were under his complete control as

well as all disbursements of the Medical Department.2

The Medical Director reported the environment of all

hospitals including Surgeons' conduct and the state of

hospital conditions, books, accounts, and supplies. In

addition, he reported the most prevalent diseases, their

possible 6auses, and likely preventions.3 The Surgeon of

a,General Hospital was responsible for all aspects of the

hospital under his charge. He was to personally attend

the most serious medical situations as well as oversee

1 
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the duties of all hospital personnel. A case-book, 

prescription-book, and diet-book were kept with the 

symptoms and treatments of important cases. A diary of 

the local weather, climate, and topography was also 

kept.4 Assistant Surgeons aided their supervisor in all

of his duties but had the particular charge of monitoring 

and treating patients.5 The Hospital Steward took charge

of all stores and supplies for the sick as well as a 

roster of nurses and attendants.6 The Wardmaster was

responsible for soldiers' belongings and the direction of 

cooks, nurses, and attendants. He was also accountable 

for the cleanliness of the entire hospital.7 Each

regiment or post had a similar organization of medical 

personnel with the same respective duties. 

Before the declaration of war, there were twenty 

medical officers and fifty-one assistant surgeons for an 

army of 7500 men. On May 13, 1846, a call was made for 

50,000 volunteers providing for one surgeon and one 

assistant for each regiment. On Feb�uary 11, 1847, 

another act increased the Regular Army and authorized one 

surgeon and two assistants for each regiment. For the 

first time, medical officers were given rank and status. 

For the remainder of the war, about 250 medical officers 

served an army of approximately 50,000 men. Thus, there 

were five medical officers for every 1000 soldiers.8 In

comparison, the Mexican Military Medical Corp included an 
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inspector-general, a hospital director, eight hospital 

professors, forty army surgeons, forty first-adjutants, 

forty second-adjutants, thirty sub-lieutenant aspirants, 

and a large number of students. Ambulance companies 

provided eight ambulance men to every 100 soldiers.9 The

United States Medical Department made no provisions for 

ambulances in Mexico. The Mexican medical officers 

served a regular army of about ·32,000 and additional 

territorial militia.10 Thus, a medical department in

existence for only ten years and from a country in 

extreme economic poverty provided an equal ratio of 

medical officers for its soldiers as did the United 

States. 

To its credit, however, the Medical Department did 

appear to carefully choose its staff. To destroy 

politically motivated advancements, after 1832 new 

officers were commissioned after examination.11 A board,

consisting of three Medical officers, considered 

candidate's -physical qualifications and moral habits, as 

well as professional acquirements. If a candidate failed 

to receive a favorable report, he could be re-examined 

after two years. If, however, this attempt also failed, 

he was removed from the list of applicants. Further, no 

one could be appointed to the position of surgeon without 

first serving as an assistant surgeon for five years.12

At the onset of war, medical supplies to last 1500 



men one year were sent from New York to New Orleans,13

the principal embarkation and purveyor's depot.14 Other

supplies were sent to Corpus Christi which was 

established as a rend�zvous point for General Taylor's 

expedition.15 For an army of more than 100,000, a total

of $98,458.83 was spent by June 30, 1847 for medicine, 

instruments, and hospital equipment.16

4 

New Orleans served not only as the principal depot 

of the war but also as the location for soldiers who 

sought major medical attention. If a soldier was given a 

furlough, he would not receive travel pay to New Orleans; 

however, he would continue to receive his monthly income. 

If a soldier was discharged, he was given travel pay but 

his income was discontinued.17 There were government and

private hospitals in New Orleans. One marine hospital 

was known as "Luzenberg•s·Infirmary," named for its chief 

doctor.18 With the outbreak of the war, Luzenberg

increased his capacity from 100 to 600 patients. 

According to Dr. Thomas M. Logan, the hospital was full 

throughout the war.19 In 1848, a new United States

hospital was completed after ten years of construction. 

There were complaints, however, as the hospital 

overflowed with soldiers returning from the war.20

Army regulations allowed for a complex organization 

of the Medical Department. Acts were passed which 

increased the staff of the department and a new method of 
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advancement aided the development of more competent 

officers than those of previous years. However, the 

Medical Department continued to provide too few personnel 

and supplies for the war effort. It is obvious that the 

department was better prepared more for the circumstances 

of peace than of war. 
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CHAPTER II 

WEAPONS, SURGEONS IN BATTLE, AND TRANSPORTING THE WOUND 

Although the Mexican War brought few changes 

elsewhere, it did prove to be an experimental ground for 

altering weapons. The smoothbore flintlock musket was 

the most common weapon used by both sides. The musket's 

range was no more than a few hundred yards and the flint 

had to be charged with paper cartridges filled with 

powder, buckshot, and ball.1 Because it would not fire

if the flint and powder were wet, a new watertight 

percussion cap rifle was often used. Due to its spiral

grooved bore, the rifle took longer to load, thus it had 

a slower rate of fire.2 However, this weapon increased

firing accuracy to five hundred yards.3

Many Mexican soldiers were equipped with European 

guns because no small-arms factories existed in Mexico. 

The 1839 Tige rifle was a flintlock produced in Prussia 

and was later improved with the percussion apparatus. A 

short-barreled carbine was used by the mounted soldiers 

and was accurate at close range.4 A Mexican sub

lieutenant of artillery, Manuel Balbotin, believed that 

because the Mexican guns had.a third larger ball and the 

American guns used more buckshot that the Mexicans should 

have had the greatest number wounded and the Americans 

8 
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the greatest number dead.5 The Mexican artillery,

however, contained a great deal of cannon shot which 

consisted of grape, cannister, iron, and copper and 

generally produced low wounds about the ankle area.6

10 

During a battle, surgeons and their assistants were 

strategically placed in the field with various supplies. 

The intensity of making medical decisions while under 

attack, working hour after hour, and often relocating to 

avoid the greatest onslaught of fire was immense. For 

many, the night's work of attending the wounded from the 

day's battle was not finished before the wounded from 

dawn's new charge fell around them. On occasion, a 

shanty hospital was prepared at the rear of the battle. 

As many wounded as possible were collected before 

nightfall. For the unfortunate, the night was spent 

alone in their pai�.7 At the twin battles of Contreras

and Churubusco, it was said that "the dead and the 

wounded were thickly sprinkled over the ground- the 

mangled bodies of the artillery horses and mules actually 

block[ed] up the road."8 At Palo Alto, only two surgeons

cared for an entire brigade as well as many wounded 

Mexican soldiers left in their hands.9 It was not

unusual for injured Mexicans to be left at the mercy of 

the American soldier. Troops at Buena Vista gave water 

and bread to dying Mexicans who begged for their lives to 

be taken.10 Volunteer Jacob Oswandel described the care
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· given to the Mexicans at Cerro Gordo where the "wounded

were strewn all over the field; some with their arms and

legs off, some shot almost in two and still gasping, some

with their entrails hanging out, screaming with pain and

agony. 1111

There was no regulated organization for collecting 

the wounded. There were no ambulances or medical corp. 

The surgeon detailed men to load the wounded onto the one 

wagon provided for each regiment. 12 Medical officer

Louis C. Duncan commented that the battle field was "free 

and open for wagons. 1113 However, Dr. N.S. Jarvis at

Monterey said in a letter that "some covered wagons 

bringing the wounded attracted the attention of the 

enemy.1114 As many as possible were transported, but

those who were able were forced to walk once the wagon 

reached its capacity.15 Those unable to walk were left.

This situation, in particular, outraged Surgeon John 

Campbell. No transportation was available for the sick 

and wounded, but the division's general used fourteen 

wagons for his·personal baggage. Crude transportation 

most certainly added to the mortality rate. At Palo 

Alto, Sam Ringgold, the genius of a revolutionary light 

artillery cannon, had to lie flat in a jolting wagon with 

his :legs torn off at the knees16 as did Adjutant

Lieutenant Armstrong of the First Ohio Regiment and 

doubtless many others. 17
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Surgeon John Campbell could not believe the lack of transportation 
for the sick and wounded. 

The Mexican War, (Time/Life), p. 185. 
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After all phases of a battle were over, less serious 

cases were often moved to locations other than the field 

hospital. To ease crowding, many were simply moved to 

nearby buildings. Officers were often placed in private 

quarters.18 In towns such as Saltillo, the church or

cathedral was converted into a temporary hospital.19 At

Monterey, the wounded were moved as much as three times 

in four days from a field hospital to a temporary 

hospital at the Bishop's Palace to a permanent hospital 

at General Arista's palace.20

The less serious cases were sent to Vera Cruz either 

by supply wagon trains or on litters. The litters were 

attached to horses and mules and were known to carry the 

wounded from as far as Mexico City.21 The most fortunate

continued to New Orleans although the means of arrival 

made one feel not quite so fortunate. On one occasion 

fifty sick went to Luzenberg�s Infirmary. They were 

first taken to the river in cabs and then crowded into a 

small towboat cabin. Cabs were then taken to the 

railroad station where they were herded into cars. By 

the time they arrived at the hospital, many were 

screaming in pain.22

The misery of transporting the dead and dying was 

not.limited to the Americans. The native Mexicans shared 

the horrors of war. At Buena Vista the transporting 

carts could not hold all the wounded. Hand litters were 
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· made using four guns and a blanket. Forty-two miles were

covered without water, the way strewn with wounded and

dead. Those who died during the night were thrown to the

road and covered with their cloaks for their permanent

slumber.23 Leaving Jalapa, General William Worth

reported about 2000 of the enemy pas·sing his column.

Their wagons were loaded with dead bodies, some wrapped

in blankets and others swollen and naked.24

During the Mexican War, weapons 'became deadlier. 

Well-trained surgeons worked tirelessly to mend the 

wounds the firearms caused. Many men, however, died 

needlessly as the lack of sufficient transportation 

erased the doctors' opportunity to sustain life. 
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CHAPTER III 

TREATMENT OF GUNSHOT WOUNDS 

The surgical techniques of the Mexican War were 

similar to those of the Napoleonic Era. Although great 

advances were made in that age, the ensuing years of 

peace halted further surgical developments.1 Treatment

depended on the location and extent of the injury. · 

'The basic treatment for gunshot wounds was to locate 

and extract the bullet. The use of the finger for 

locating the bullet was most preferred because the human 

touch is sensitive and less likely to damage vessels and 

nerves.2 If the wound was in an unusual position, a

bullet probe was used. A small porcelain ball located 

the bullet and forceps were used to remove it. Very 

thin, sharp forceps were preferred.3

It was extremely important that any pieces of metal, 

cloth, wood, or other material foreign to the body be 

removed. If this were not done serious infection 

resulted. Lieutenant Adolph Englemann of the Second 

Illinois struggled for over a month with a bullet and 

piece of cloth in his shoulder. The infection first 

caused great swelling.4 He was unable to write or go

outdoors for several weeks.5 Sometime later he felt the

bullet move and the swelling ease.6 He was overjoyed

18 
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when the fragments of clothing were finally removed 

through a small incision in the shoulder. His condition 

rapidly improved.7

Simple wounds were dressed in lint bandages and 

changed every 24 hours.8 If hemorrhage occurred#

compresses and tight bandages were applied.9 Some 

surgeons dressed wounds with an adhesive plaster or 

poultice to reduce swelling. The poultice might consist 

of pasty linseed meal, corn meal, the bark of the 

slippery elm, or the leaf of the prickly pear.10

Other surgeons were advocates of the cold-water dressing. 

These simply were cold applications to the wound, also to 

prevent or reduce swelling. It was believed, though, 

that if the cold caused any discomfort to the patient, 

including chills or stiffness, that it was ineff�ctive.11 

A small number of surgeons believed purging, both of 

blood and bile, was beneficial to the gunshot patient. 

Blood might be removed with the application of leeches 

around the gunshot wound or with general bleeding. 

However, most held that the combination of drugs and 

laxatives such as ammonia, salts, opium, morphine, and 

calomel produced the best effects.12

Unless simple flesh wounds, injuries to the head 

were considered very dangerous. Only one basic treatment 

existed. Trephining began with the Egyptians to relieve 

severe headaches. A small hol� was drilled in the skull, 
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or cranium, to relieve pressure on the brain.13 Private

Amos Collins of Company A, Third Artillery, survived a 

musket shot through the scalp above his right ear with 

trephining.14 Private Nathaniel White of Company K,

Seventh Infantry, survived a musket shot on the top of 

the head ploughing from the front to the back.15 In one

incident a ball broke into the left portion of a 

soldier·• s skull. He was able to walk but could not 

speak. During trephining, his left face convulsed until 

a depressed fragment of bone was lifted. Hemorrhage 

occurred but ceased after a few minutes. Two days later 

he was very well.16 It appears in cases where part of

the brain was actually missing, there was little hope. 

Assistant Surgeon William Roberts, while voluntarily 

leading a company without an officer, was shot in the 

forehead which "carried away a portion of the left 

frontal bone, exposing the cerebrum." An abscess formed 

in the cranium and he died a month later.17

Wounds of the face, lower jaw, throat and neck were 

considered recoverable if vital nerves and blood vessels 

were not injured. At Monterey, a Texas Ranger received a 

1.6 ounce grape shot directly into the mouth. It cut off 

four lower teeth, split his tongue, carried away his 

palate, went through the back of the head striking a 

tendon, and lodged under the shoulder blade. The lip was 

operated on and sewn up as for·a hare-lip. Some of the 
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· lower teeth were replaced. Splinters were removed from

the jaw and it was bandaged into as natural a position as

possible. Such severe swelling took place that the

patient could not lie down and could take water only with

a sponge. Abscesses were lanced as they appeared and the

Ranger began to take water from a spoon •. Four months

later facial hair covered his scars and a speech

impediment was the·only hint of an injury.18 Sergeant

Major Brand of the Fifth U.S. Infantry was shot through

the right nostril. The bullet passed above the palate

and lodged near the jaw. The bullet was extracted by

making a deep incision, forcing a knife on each side of

the ball, and using forceps as a lever. The incision

healed well with the only restraint being some immobility

of the jaw.19

It was strongly encouraged that injuries to the 

upper extremities, such as the shoulders, not be 

amputated. Captain Robert Anderson was shot in the right 

shoulder at Molino del Rey and treated by the Army 

Medical Director, Dr. Harney. The ball was not removed 

but was treated with a bread and milk poultice.20

Private Stephen Edwards of Company G, Fourth Artillery, 

was shot in the shoulder at Monterey. Lint, compresses, 

and .cold applications were used on the shoulder and upper 

part of the arm to stop the hemorrhage. Two days later 

the dressings were changed and.hemorrhaging began again. 
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Edwards went through inflammation and fever but there was 

no more hemorrhage and by November use of the arm and 

shoulder was secure.21 Texas Ranger William Carley was 

shot through the right shoulder below the joint. The 

limb was spared but useless.22 

Even though severely wounded, hands were also often 

spared. A musket ball passed through most of the 

bones in the right hand of Private Mark Collins of the 

Third Artillery. Cold water and solution of acetate of 

lead followed by poultices were used. Several splinters 

of bones were removed as they surfaced. The hand 

recovered wel1.23 The same procedure was used with

Ranger Oliver Jenkins with the addition of incisions to 

discharge pus when necessary. The same results were 

achi�ved.24 A Colonel McClung received the same 

treatment but he suffered greatly before all the dead 

bones of the shattered hand surfaced and were removed.25 

No danger of death existed, but recovery from this type 

of wound was very slow and painful. 

Wounds to-the chest and abdomen were considered very 

serious and their survivors exceptions to the rule. 

Private Johnson of Company J, Fourth Artillery, was 

struck in the right side of the chest by a musket ball at 

Resaca de la Palma. The ball was not located on the 

battlefield, but Johnson appeared to be breathing freely. 

Thus, it was believed the lung·was not damaged. The ball 
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was later found and removed and Johnson recovered.26

Private Rieniecke of Company A, Third Artillery, survived 

a buckshot to the chest because the lung was penetrated 

but not lacerated as a musket shot would have done. Most 

cases involving musket shot to the lung did not 

survive.27 A remarkable recovery was achieved by General

James Shields who went on to play an important role in 

the Civil War. Shot in the chest at Cerro Gordo, he was 

first reported dead then mortally wounded.28 A captured

Mexican army surgeon cleaned the wound with a washed 

piece of silk and he improved rapidly.29 A less pleasant

outcome took place at Resaca de la Palma when a ball 

lodged in the abdominal cavity of a soldier. He died the 

same night he was shot.30 Private Boyd of Company J,

Fourth Artillery, lingered for two and a half weeks with 

the wound from a ball entering between the eleventh and 

twelfth ribs, exiting to the.left of the spinal column.31 

Of the most serious inflictions, gunshot wounds to 

the upper third of the femur were included because of the 

slow recovery of the leg and the close proximity to the 

trunk.32 A ball passed through the left hip and inner

thigh of Herman S. Thomas of Maryland. He died only two 

days later.33 Corporal Mark Morrow of Mackall's battery

was ,struck in the upper thigh by a grapeshot at Monterey. 

It appeared to be only a scratch wound because no exit 

was found, the patient could tike some steps, and no 
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symptoms consistent with a serious wound were evident. 

The wound was dressed and the patient monitored. A week 

later Morrow's pulse was irregular, his appetite 

dwindled, and he became delirius. He died one week 

later. An autopsy showed that the femur had been 

shattered and the grapeshot was imbedded in the 

muscles.34

A cannon shot wounded the right tibia of a soldier 

in' Duncan's battery at Palo Alto. He refused amputation. 

Passing through periods of inflammation, infection, and 

removing pieces of bone, several months later the leg was 

still not at all healed. It was, however, saved.35

Texas Ranger Gilbert Brush received a musket ball in the 

left knee, fracturing it. Care was taken to keep the 

bone in place, control swelling, and drain any pus that 

formed. The knee recovered well with very little 

stiffness.36 A very serious case was recorded when

George Evans of the Louisiana Volunteer Battalion was 

shot through the neck of the femur, scrotum, and penis. 

Brandy and water were administered to accommodate loss of 

blood and shock. Small pieces of bone were extracted, 

the wound dressed with poultices, and a catheter placed 

in the bladder. Long periods of fever, inflammation, 

suppuration, and extraction of bone followed. Evans was 

given morphine, poultices, wine, and a good diet. Five 

months later he was well recovered although the wounded 
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limb was two and a half inches shorter than its original 

length.37

Undoubtedly, one's will played a huge roll in 

recovery. Private Dennis Kelly of Company A, Third 

Artillery, was shot through the thigh, but neither the 

bone nor any large vessels were injured. There was 

little inflammation and all indications were good. The 

man, however, was forty-five to fifty and had had 

dysentery. ·He died three weeks after his wound was 

received.38 Without any sign of disease or complications

from the wound, a Texas Ranger died after being shot 

through both thighs. One wound, though, was superficial 

and the other did not touch the bone.39 Sam French

displayed another countenance. After being hit in the 

leg during battle, his men put him in his saddle where he 

stayed all day. Surgeons refused to cut for the ball 

until, forty days later, French placed his finger over 

the area where it was felt and a surgeon removed it. 

Within days he was able to walk with crutches.40

Although the same surgical techniques had been used 

for several decades, many gunshot victims did survive. 

Infection from foreign objects and hemorrhage were major 

concerns. Treatment varied depending on the location of 

damage to the body. Because will power was a great part 

of_ recovery, many patients determined their own fate. 
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CHAPTER IV 

AMPUTATION AND ANESTHETICS 

Doctors may not have met amputation with as much 

enthusiasm as in the Civil War, yet it was still the most 

important operation of the war with Mexico.1 Some

general guidelines were followed in making the decision 

as to whether amputation was necessary. When a limb was 

nearly torn off with enormous injury to main vessels· and 

nerves, amputation was performed immediately. It was 

also essential to amputate in cases where a bone was 

badly shattered or an important joint had been injured.2

Some argued that army life did not allow many attempts to 

save a limb due to restraints of time and conditions.3

Even in non-battle situations, amputation was relied on 

heavily. William P. Rogers' First Lieutenant's leg was 

taken off after he received a gunshot in the leg during a 

brawl. Five days later their butcher's leg was taken off 

when he was shot in the thigh by Mexican bandits.4

In most cases, it was beneficial to the soldier for 

amputation to take place quickly on the field of battle. 

If so, the high risk of infection to the wound and the 

bloodstream was reduced.5 Dangerous injuries were made

more so with the transportation of the wounded in jolting 

wagons. The danger that a sudden shift in fighting might 
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find an untreated soldier abandoned until after the 

battle was over also existed.6 For some this was too

late. 
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An amputation patient was brought to the operating 

table which consisted of wood planks placed on a 

sawhorse, large barrels, or pews. A simple eating table 

was used if one was available.7 The soldiers of an Ohio

Regiment rather disagreed with the use of their table: 

As they· ate their supper in the dark, a lantern was 

brought to the table and revealed strips of human flesh 

and gore where legs and arms had been cut a short time 

before.8 One unforeseen problem was maggots. When a

limb was cut flies would deposit their eggs in the stump. 

The maggots were removed only with great difficulty. On 

occasion, a flap had to be reopened to remove them all.9

The use of assistants was necessary during 

amputations for several reasons. First, because most 

operations were performed without anesthetics, a patient 

had to be held down. One assistant was needed to stop 

the flow of blood if a tourniquet was not used. It was 

also helpful for an assistant to hold a limb with both 

hands so as to pull it as taut as possible. This allowed 

the surgeon to work more quickly and cause less pain to 

the patient. 10 The skin was slashed and then retracted

so the muscles could be cut with a larger knife. The 

bone was exposed and shaved back with a bone scraper. A 
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surgical saw was then used to cut the bone. Next, the 

surgeon tied off major blood vessels with surgical silk 

thread. A bone file was used to smooth the stump.11

Assistants were vital at this point if hemorrhage began 

and vessels had to be squeezed until more ligatures could 

be applied.12 The wound was then closed with silk thread

and curved needles. 

A major concern of a surgeon was that a large area 

of tissue was left during the operation to cover· the head 

of a bone. This would insure healing and the possibility 

that a false limb could be comfortably worn.13 At this

point a major debate took place between the two leading 

types of amputation. The flap operation produced a V

shaped cut from the skin to the bone and could be 

performed quickly.14 The primary material left for

covering the bone was muscle. Because muscles contract, 

this caused problems in the healing process.15 In the

circular operation, the muscles were cut high and down to 

the bone so the remaining material for the flap was skin, 

a cellular substance, and a tendon-like fiber called the 

fascia. Therefore, the stump was little affected by the 

contraction of the muscle.16 Several surgeons who,

before the war, were advocates of the flap operation were 

changed in their opinion during the course of the war 

because of the favorable stump produced by the circular 

operation.17
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Another argument in favor of the circular incision 

was the susceptibility of the flap method to hemorrhage. 

In the flap operation a larger surface area was cut, 

therefore cutting more vessels. The vessels were also 

cut obliquely, somewhat like the tip of an old writing 

pen instead of straight through. Often after securing 

the many vessels during surgery more would have to be 

secured hours later when a secondary hemorrhage would 

occur. In fact, many surgeons delayed completely 

dressing the stump to see if further bleeding transpired. 

In two operations where both legs were amputated, the 

circular method was used on one leg and the flap on the 

other. In both cases, the flap operations produced 

secondary hemorrhage while the circular did not in 

either.18

For surgeons in the Mexican War, the flap operation 

had a further negative. This surgery formed a more . 

extensive wound than that of the circular technique. If 

it healed well there were no ill effects. However, 

because of the ·frequent transporting of the wounded and 

the conditions of the hospitals, the gaping wound left 

immense possibilities for infection.19

There were situations when the flap method was 

preferred. When the skin and "soft parts" of a limb were 

healthy on one side but destroyed or diseased on the 

other, the flap method would preserve more of the limb 
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· than the circular method and was, therefore, chosen.20

The flap operation was also selected for amputations at

the joints, near the hip-joint, or when a limb could not

be correctly positioned for the circular method.21

Amputation at the joints was highly praised by some 

authorities. Baron Larrey's experiences led him to 

believe that amputations at the joints were more 

successful than those in the middle of a limb. 

Amputation at the elbow-joint was adopted by M. Dupuytren 

because he felt it was less dangerous than a cut done 

elsewhere on the arm.22 In these operations, then, the

flap method would be employed. 

A Sergeant Wallender of Duncan's Battery was wounded 

in the left leg at Palo Alto. Amputation was performed 

above the knee with the circular operation. His recovery 

was so quick that he devised an artificial limb for 

himself while in the hospital at Point Isabel. Later he 

secured a patent for manufacturing his artificial limb 

design.23

A flap operation was performed on Private William 

Williamson of Company K, First Dragoons, in September of 

1847. At the first dressing, the wound remained open as 

the flaps would not join. As the wound became healthier, 

bone fragments appeared. A second operation was 

necessary to saw off the bones so the flaps would 

sufficiently cover the stump. He was discharged in March 



of 1848 to. the hospital in New Orleans, not yet 

recovered.24
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After an operation of any kind, secondary hemorrhage 

was perhaps the most threatening possibility for the 

future. Primary hemorrhage occurred when a wound was 

received. The larger arteries causing the bleeding were 

tied off above the area where the most destruction had 

taken place. On occasion, chemicals to constrict the 

vessels were used as well as fine sponge or dr·y lint to 

form a clot.25 Secondary hemorrhage transpired five to

thirty days later when dead tissue or ligated vessels 

could no longer hold the flow of blood.26 The same

procedure to stop primary hemorrhage was used, but 

because of the dangers of re-opening a bleeding wound, 

many did not survive. 

Another post-operative threat was infection. 

Doctors in the Mexican and Civil Wars referred to this as 

hospital gangrene. Some attributed it to mysterious or 

supernatural causes,27 while others placed its blame on

overcrowding, bad ventilation, and unclean conditions.28

Not until years later would surgeons realize it was their 

own instruments and hands used over and over without 

sterilization that caused the deadly infection. Even 

those who "cleaned" wounds before operating used the same 

dirty sponge.29

One of the most progressive and controversial 
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medical acts of the war was the use of anesthetics at 

Vera Cruz for a portion of 1847� Before this period, 

most surgical patients were held or tied down during 

operating procedures.30 The use of liquors such as

brandy and wine was common to numb the nerves.31 In some

instances, opium was used, but vomiting was a problem.32

Ether was first publicly demonstrated for its use in 

surgery on October 16, 1846 in the amphitheater at Boston 

Massachusetts General Hospital.33 The first evidence of

the conception of a medicine received by the lungs which 

lessened the severity of pain was in England in the 

1790's.34 In the 1840's, nitrous oxide or "laughing gas"

was used as entertainment at social gatherings. Doctor 

Crawford W. Long, having no nitrous oxide, suggested the 

use of sulphuric ether at a party. He noticed that many 

bumps and bruises were ignored while under its influence. 

He persuaded a patient to use ether during an operation 

in 1842. He successfully performed pain-free procedures 

without reporting his discovery until 1848.35 On

December 10, 1844, dentist Horace Wells attended an 

exhibition of the drunken effects of nitrous oxide. He, 

also, observed the absence of pain when volunteer 

inhalers accidentally hurt themselves. After several 

successful operations, Wells asked to demonstrate the gas 

to doctors and students in Boston. Although the patient 

encountered only slight pain, an insufficient amount of 
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gas had been administered and several cries were emitted, 

causing most to doubt ether's effectiveness.36 It was

not until an associate of Wells, William T.G. Morton, 

further developed the use of ether and again asked for a 

demonstration in Boston that the medical community took 

notice.37 The discovery was reported in the Boston

Medical and Surgical Journal on November 18, 1846.38

The different forms of anesthetics were nitrous 

oxide, chloroform, and sulphuric or chloric ether. It 

appears that only sulphuric ether was used in the General 

Hospital at Vera Cruz.39 Surgeon John B. Porter was not

at all impressed with it. He felt that "the blood [was] 

poisoned, the nervous influence and muscular 

contractibility [were] destroyed or diminished, and the 

wound [was] in an unfavorable state for recovery."40 In

the summer of 1847, an amputation of the thigh where 

ether was used produced uncontrollable hemorrhage even 

after many vessels were ligated.41 It was believed that

gunshot victims were "sufficiently depressed" and ether, 

being a depressant, should not be used.42 Ether was also

not recommended for flap operations because the 

contracting of the muscles prevented the formation of a 

proper stump.43 The use of ether was abandoned at Vera

Cruz- by the end of the summer of 1847 and Porter promised 

never to use it again.44

Amputation appeared to be the convenient treatment 
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for many surgeons. However, it did prevent the death of 

many soldiers. Doctors worked remarkably well with 

limited time, space, and tools. The oft preferred flap 

method of amputation proved to be less successful than 

the circular method in most situations. Surgeons learned 

to deal with hemorrhage and infection on a daily basis 

while a few progressives experimented with a new form of 

humanitarianism, ether. 
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CHAPTER V 

HOSPITAL CONDITIONS 

Conditions of the army hospitals undoubtedly 

contributed to the number of deaths in the War with 

Mexico. It cannot, though, entirely be considered the 

fault of the surgeons in charge. Hospitals proved to be 

another area which the Medical Department organized under 

conditions of peace and gave little thought for war. 

The senior medical and commanding officers were in 

charge of choosing suitable locations for hospitals. The 

medical officer was also responsible for the fuel, straw, 

transportation, and medical supplies for the sick. He, 

with the assistant surgeon, was to appoint stewards, 

wardmasters, cooks, nurses, and matrons from the troops. 

If this were impossible they were to enlist men for the 

positions.1 Obviously, the consideration was not taken

that already too few medical officers treated too many 

soldiers. During the many battles, surgeons worked 

tirelessly on the field far into the night. Troops, 

including those in the temporary hospitals, were often 

moved several times in a matter of days. The 

responsibilities of the few doctors was simply too great. 

The availability of supplies, also, cannot wholely 

be blamed on the surgeons. At the onset of General 
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Zachary Taylor's march, the medical purveyor at New York 

sent medical supplies to New Orleans to last 1500 men for 

one year. Some additional supplies were left at Corpus 

Christi.2 It could not be imagined at that time how many

hundreds would be desperately ill in a matter of weeks. 

The following shows a few items which army regulations 

dealt to a hospital for 100 men for one year.3

Blankets 10 
Towels 12 
Mattresses 2 
Rice 50 lbs. 
Tea 20 lbs. 
Bed Pans 1 per post 
Scissors 2 per post 
Thermometers 2 per post 

When these were used there were no more. The items which 

could be ordered were requested on a monthly basis.4 Due

to the lack of transportation and difficult accessibility 

of some of the hospitals, it often took months for 

supplies to be received. 

When a soldier was sent to the hospital he was to 

have a report f_rom the camp surgeon listing the 

complaints and treatments of the soldier. At the 

hospital, a list of any clothing issued to him during his 

stay was recorded and charged. If the patient died, the 

surgeon was to issue a report of any clothing, money, or 

personal items left as well as the circumstances of the 

death.5 With the thousands of deaths in Mexico, this

alone was a monumental task. 
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After the surrender of the city of Vera Cruz, 

General Winfield Scott ordered a general hospital set up 

at the old San Francisco convent. The area consisted of 

a large church, a small chapel, and several upper rooms 

facing a central plaza. The facility faced the sea, was 

well ventilated, and had a good water supply.6 Surgeon

John B. Porter was placed in charge and reported that 

there were no well men for steward, ward-master, cooks, 

or nurses. There was no kitchen, table, bench, bunk, 

utensils, or privy for the dozens of dysentery patients.7

From the quartermaster's stores, bales of blankets and 

boiled rice were distributed on the first day of the 

hospital's organization, April 7, 1847. The sick from 

one division were brought in on this day while the sick 

from Patterson's Volunteer Division were received on 

April 9. On April 13, the hospital was filled to 

capacity 

When the 

brought 

Mexican 

when 

sick 

in on 

the sick 

from John 

the 17th, 

of Worth's Division were admitted. 

A. Quitman's Volunteers were

Porter was forced to occupy the 

military hospita1.8 The hospital at Vera Cruz

served as a permanent base infirmary and received 

approximately 6466 patients from April 1847 to March 

18489 with a mortality rate of 11.98 per cent.10

-Porter was not pleased with this number and stated

some possible causes for it. First, Vera Cruz was a port 

city with a much lower elevation than the soldiers had 
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encountered in several months. Second, the hospital was 

too large to be handled by "incompetent physicians, 

dishonest and disabled stewards, and bad cooks and 

nurses.1111 Because most military surgeons had to travel

with the troops, private doctors were often employed at 

hospitals. Obviously, Porter believed these men were not 

equal to military standards. The army, also, needed 

every available healthy soldier for its duty. Porter was 

left to use the patients who were able to walk as his 

stewards and nurses. Cooks from the village were 

secured, but Porter described these men as "worthless and 

drunken."12 Finally, the high mortality rate was also

blamed on the fact that many patients died only hours 

after being admitted to the hospital. The facility could 

not, of course, refuse these patients although their 

cases appeared hopeless.13

The hospital at Mixcoac seems to have been in a 

better situation. The wounded from Chapultepec were 

taken here and to the Bishop's Palace. It was 

discovered, though, that the Bishop's Palace was within 

gun range, so the wounded there were also taken to 

Mixcoac. Surgeon J.J.B. Wright was in charge of the 

buildings of the hospital and had ten assistants.14

Stewards, nurses, and cooks were detailed from the 

regiments sending patients but the regiments were 

required to split their hospital funds with the hospital. 



Mixcoac was most fortunate in that it benefitted from a 

$20,000 contribution from General Scott.15

The sick and wounded of General Worth's Division 

were finally settled in General Arista's Palace in 

Monterey after being moved three times.16 September at

4000 feet above sea level produced hot days and cold 

nights.17 Arista's Palace, though, was ideal for the

hospital with a long, flat-roofed, thick-walled, stone 

building. There was a beautiful garden with fresh 

oranges which were given to the patients. The main 

complaint was the shortage of medical officers. "The 

number was reduced so low immediately after the battle 

that one surgeon attended two regiments, four being the 

usual number in pe_ace I" 18
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Assistant Surgeon Adam N. McLaren was in charge of 

the hospital at Jalapa. Several convent buildings 

received 998 patients from April 21 to June 30 with 205 

of those dying.19 As each company continued to leave

their sick, the hospital was forced to use bomb shelters 

as wards.20 Reports told of emaciated men laying on the

brick floor with only pieces of matting or dirty 

blankets. Many wore the same clothes for weeks and most 

were covered with vermin. The only food available, bread 

and coffee, could not be eaten by a large number.21

Because of sickness and the loss of volunteers, by June 

Jalapa was abandoned. Those who could not be moved were 
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left with a surgeon in "some consecrated place" with the 

hope that the Mexicans would regard a hospital as 

sacred.22 Those able to be moved were taken to Perote.

It became the only post from Vera Cruz to Puebla, 185 

miles.23

The hospital at Plan was one of the worst reported. 

It was little more than a cane building or hut on the 

side of a road at the rear of camp. The wounded, unable 

to have better, lay in their blood-stiff clothes. The 

slightly wounded walked about while others, delirious 

with pain, groaned and died.24 A shortage of supplies

was evident when Lieutenant Stevens of the Engineers was 

treated for a hernia. He was given cold water 

applications and was fortunate enough to fit into the 

only truss in the Division.25 According to regulations,

four trusses to a hundred men was allotted.26

At the battle of Buena Vista, the wounded were taken 

to a cathedral in Saltillo. The first few days were 

spent moving patients to less crowded conditions, 

grouping those from the same state if possible. Some 

officers were placed in private quarters. Surgeons here 

reported that assistants, attendants, and provisions were 

provided promptly.27 This was undoubtedly a superior

facility. 

Facilities set up for hospitals in Mexico were often 

not suitable. If local buildings were used, they were 
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A daguerreotype, the earliest type of photography, of the 
Santiago Cathedral in Saltillo which served General Taylor's 
men as a hospital near Buena Vista. 
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commonly of rubble with brick or tile floors and lacked 

chimneys, light, or ventilation.28 If army equipment was

used, each regiment had two or three nine by nine foot 

hospital tents.29 When these were overcrowded or

patients became long term, they were transferred to 

Corpus Christi. Its hospital was a long framed, fully 

staffed building with stoves for colder weather.30

In most of the field hospitals, furniture, clothing, 

bedding, and cooking utensils were needed.31 Because

army regulations required that hospital attendants come 

from the regiments, the only ones that could be spared 

were sick, unreliable, or troublemakers. These obviously 

made for poor help. They often treated patients cruelly, 

some even stole from the most helpless.32 The sick

attendants undoubtedly spread their disease to many. 

Stories of the hospitals spread among the troops so that 

many believed they would die from inattention if sent.33

It is doubtful that the general public knew of such 

neglect because news correspondents did not travel beyond 

Vera Cruz.34 From its condition the public was assured

that all was fine. 

William A. Mcclintock was horrified by the 

"ignorance, carelessness, mismanagement, and inhumanity" 

of the Memphis and San Antonio hospitals.35 Although

barely able to ride to the hospital, he was offered the 

assistant stewardship position at San Antonio. He 
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declined.36 Mcclintock attributed many of the hospital

deaths to neglect and prayed for the soldier who entered 

a military hospital.37 Lewis Wunder said that the

groaning and treatment of the men in the hospital tent 

was indescribable and unimaginabl�.38

The most fortunate, and wealthy, were allowed to 

employ private physicians at certain locations.39 Due to 

the infamous reputation of the army hospitals, many 

considered this option. What they failed to realize, 

however, was that the most incompetent physicians at the 

army hospitals were the private doctors. In New Orleans 

the doctors were often reputable, but the private 

citizens in the war were quite desperate for work. This 

is obvious when the pay they received from the army is

compared with the average pay received in civilian life. 

In the late 1830's an average figure for a private 

physician was $1873. Dr. F.B. Webb of Texas received 

$1059 in 1846 after treating seventy-two patients.4
° For

treating the same number of patients on a monthly basis 

for one year, the army paid $360.41 Only those who

wished to make a charitable contribution or those 

desperate for work would make such a sacrifice. Further, 

it was impossible to know the extent of a doctor's formal 

training. In Texas, for example, there were no formal 

medical institutions until the late nineteenth century. 

A doctor's training might be frbm a European or highly-



regarded United States school or it might be from an 

apprenticeship under an experienced doctor. The most 

daring called themselves doctors with no training 

whatever.42 Because of the shortage of surgeons, the

army was forced to take the risk of hiring incompetent 

doctors.43
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Horrible hospital conditions were not limited to 

American soldiers. A Mexican's best hope was to be left 

by his fellow soldiers to the mercy of the enemy. This 

was not an unusual event. The Mexican citizens were 

better able to secure some supplies than were the 

Americans, but their availability of facilities and 

competent doctors was even more limited than the U.S. 

Army. At the battle of Buena Vista, the Mexican field 

hospital was located at a hacienda. The main building's 

roof had been destroyed by fire but was so full of 

wounded that there was little room-to walk. The 

amputations and other operations took place amongst the 

other patients. The discarded limbs were thrown into an 

adjacent building. Around these buildings lay dead 

animals.44 Surely, there was a horrifying stench. When

General Taylor entered Matamoras, he found the hospitals 

filled with four hundred Mexican wounded. An army 

Captain said, "The stench that arose from them, from want 

of police, was disgusting .•• ! left the house shocked with 

the horrors of war."45 Those treated in the Mexican
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hospitals had a fifty per cent chance of surviva1.46

Whether Mexican or American, the condition of the 

hospitals during the Mexican War were unacceptable. The 

demands placed on surgeons were too great and the 

availability of necessary supplies was too little. The 

status of the American facilities varied from site to 

site, but the inefficiency of many doctors, stewards, 

nurses, and cooks was a widespread_problem. The 

hospitals' failures could have been avoided with advanced 

planning of the organization of military medical 

facilities for times of war. 
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CHAPTER VI 

CAMP CONDITIONS 

A soldier in the Mexican War might have had a good 

chance of survival if the worst circumstances were in the 

hospitals. Unfortunately, though, the conditions of the 

hospitals were preferable to those of the soldiers' 

camps. It was, in fact, the state of the camps which led 

many to the hospitals. 

Under army regulations, recruits were scrutinized 

for anything that would render him unfit for service 

including limb problems, tumors, infections, disease, 

drunkenness, or head wounds. Acceptable recruits were 

inspected again on arrival at an army depot and a third 

time before departure for duty.1 When a recruit joined

the army he was_given a smallpox vaccination.2 Surgeon

John Porter claimed that no other army regulation was 

more strictly observed as he had never seen a case among 

the regular troops.3

In 1846, the United States saw the need to expand 

its army rapidly. Because of the army's immediate need 

for volunteers, its strict guidelines for recruit's 

examinations were often ignored.4 Some weak and sickly

left- home without sufficient supplies, expecting to 

receive them from the army. Few, though, were given wool 
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or flannel and the first tents issued were muslin.5

Volunteers were usually sent to Corpus Christi, 

Matamoras, or Camargo.6 They had received little

training or discipline and many did not know basic camp 

functions such as disposing of waste.7 During the summer

months, over 20,000 volunteers lined the Rio Grande while 

the temperature soared to 120 degrees. The food provided 

was pork and beans, coffee, and hard biscuits. There 

were no fresh vegetables and the only fresh meat was 

stolen cows. The Rio Grande's sand and mud was the only 

drinking water.8 Wolves, panthers, rattle snakes, copper

heads, scorpions, water moccasins, tarantulas, fleas, 

flies, and mosquitoes were nurnerous.9

The thin tents which provided good ventilation 

during the summer were useless with the first cold rain 

of winter.10 Although the blue northers rid the camps of

many pests, they brought sudden blasts of frigid wind, 

sleet, and rain. As the water rose in the tents, any 

hope for a dry bed, blanket, or clothes disappeared. 

Some abandoned their tents to sit by a smoking fire.11

Others created a dense steam as their fevers vaporized 

their wet blankets.12 The best survivors were those

accustomed to a cold, damp climate.13

· Regular troops were less affected by these

conditions. Their cleanliness, discipline, supplies, and 

training were superior to the volunteers.14 The
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volunteers often complained of the contrast between 

themselves and the career troops. Even their officers 

were often not trained sufficiently enough to be able to 

teach their men properly.15 Thus, before ever leaving to

fight, bad water and tents, varying temperatures, and 

shortage of supplies and training caused many troops to 

be extremely il1.l6

One group suffering unbelievable adversities was the 

Mormon Battalion which served in California. In 1846, 

Fort Leavenworth was afflicted with a particularly harsh 

summer with temperatures recorded at 101 in the shade.17

Travel through the Rocky Mountains was necessary as well 

as spending a harsh winter in Pueblo.18 The soldiers

suffered desperately from starvation, nakedness, and the 

lack of water. A particular handicap for them was their 

religious belief in the evils of medicine. The battalion 

doctor used their doctrine against them by forcing his 

medicine with threats.19 Some of the Mormons blamed

their many deaths on the doctor's medicine. 

The problems of the soldier increased as he was 

transported to battle. Troops were "packed like 

sardines" in steamboats, schooners, or brigs. The least 

of the horrors were men vomiting and horses kicking as 

storms struck.20 The worst situation was the sickness·

caused from the evaporation of the wet blankets and tents 

which remained so from rains in.camp. Men bruised and 
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tore their flesh as they rolled in misery on their rugged 

berths of green pine. This suffering went on for 

weeks.21 

Arriving at their destination, soldiers too sick to 

march were left at hospitals. The rest began t�e next 

portion of their journey within a few days. The most 

immediate threat on a march was the lack of water. It 

was not unusual for men to stagger into camp by ones and 

twos during the night �fter d�hydration and exhaustion 

had forced them to wait out the heat of the day.22 Some

Tennessee volunteers experienced great difficulty when 

their horses began to die after the only water found was 

spoiled by salt. When a suitable pond was found they 

mixed the water with whiskey to dilute its bad flavor.23 

Officers sometimes took advantage of being the first in 

the column to locate water. After traveling about twelve 

miles, one group came on a hole with enough water to give 

each man about half a pint. Instead of doing this, the 

officer allowed his staff to drain the spring. A few men 

stopped to get what water they could in a spoon.24 Swamp

holes were used by the Mormon Battalion after they had 

marched continuously for twenty-four hours and been 

without water for forty-eight.25 At one hole the men

were- not allowed to dip for water but had to drink lying 

down so as to give nourishment to as many men as 

possible. Even so, the only water some had that day was 
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sucked "from the mud in small puddle holes found by the 

wayside."26 A desperate situation developed when the

Mormon's best prospect of water for sixty miles was an 

old dried-up well. Some of the men began to clean out 

and sink the old well while others dug a new one. After 

digging over two feet below the old well, enough water 

for the camp kettles to be filled was found.27

Army regulations gave bread and soup as the main 

items of a soldier's diet.28 Fresh beef was to be bought

three times a week.29 Even an allotment of whiskey was

mentioned in the army regulations.30 Soldiers quickly

learned, however, that their rations were not that 

extravagant. Coffee and often spoiled hard bread and 

salt pork was the usual meal.31 Any fresh food,

including meat, was found along the way.32 Many times

the troop's rations were cut in order to last until the 

next supply of rations was received.33 When the Mormon

Battalion ran out of rations, they killed the work 

animals as they became useless.34 Some in a civilian

camp actually resorted to cannibalism. On arriving at 

the camp, the relief party from Sacramento Valley 

reported that the children were "crying for the flesh 

their parents while it was being cooked."35 On two

occasions some of the Mormon Battalion made a meal of 

the brains from the discarded skull of a donkey killed 

for meat.36 Perhaps their worst meal was the rawhide

of 
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bags which were used to pack their provisions from 

California.37 Truly these were acts of utter desperation

in a fight for survival. 

One of the many causes of sickness was the lack of 

proper clothing. The soldier's constant exposure to the 

elements quickly wore out his garments. Some troops who 

joined in the winter months had been issued wool, 

flannel, and blankets. These were torture during the 

following summer months and many discarded their heavy 

clothing.38 As they ascended the mountains and

experienced cool nights, many longed for their thick 

attire. When General Winfield Scott's men were without 

coats and blankets he considered it less important than 

medical supplies, ammunition, horse shoes, and coffee.39

Soldiers were covered with vermin after they had not had 

a bath or change of clothes in months.40 The men of the

Mormon Battalion were infected with fleas and lice and 

nearly naked by the end of their march. One man made a 

shirt and pair 

avoid exposing 

grave concern. 

rain, and rough 

of pants out of an old wagon cover to 

himself.41 The lack of shoes was also a

Marching day after day in heat, cold, 

terrain h�d rapidly ruined the footgear 

of the soldiers. The most ingenious fashioned shoes from 

rawhide.42 William Rogers' feet were torn to pieces when

he marched barefoot through dense chaparral.43 When

General Scott finally realized the men's desperate need, 
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he ordered shoes and pantaloons made. He estimated that 

3000 pairs of each were needed, although they had 

received supplies before marching to Puebla.44 The

contradiction existed, however, that commanders lacked 

the authority to give out the apparel. One week before 

the war ended, Congress passed a law that would authorize 

their distribution.45

September 1845 found American troops in Corpus 

Christi waiting for.their country to go to war. There 

was not a great deal of sickness, but six died from 

disease. The explosion of a steamer also caused the 

deaths of four soldiers.46 In October, sickness, mainly

diarrhea, increased a great deal. Very few did not feel 

the effects of dysentery, but only five deaths 

occurred.47 Sickness became more prevalent in November

as the weather was colder and northers were common. An 

ice storm on November 30 and ·oecember 1 formed a half 

inch thick sheet on the river. The number of deaths 

increased to twelve.48 December was wet and cold with

almost five inches of rain.49 Although a decrease in

sickness was reported, nineteen deaths occurred.so With 

January came more rain and a fifty-four degree range in 

temperatures. Eighty-four degrees was the recorded high 

while thirty was the noted low.51 Surgeon Porter

attributed the great number of ill soldiers to five 

sources. First, the water was salty and immediately 
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affected the bowels. Second, the tents could not hold 

the great amounts of rain. The officers had the 

convenience of rubber coverings, but it was a luxury from 

which non-officers were excluded. During the winter, 

General Zachary Taylor had lumber floors put in the tents 

which did aid their comfort. Next, Porter blamed 

stagnant pools of water for poisoning the air in camp 

which caused many diseases. He also blamed the shortage 

of sufficient facilities for the hundreds of diarrhea 

victims as a source of bad air and disease. Next, the 

extreme ranges in temperature undoubtedly caused many to 

fall ill. Finally, the lack of fuel for the soldiers to 

gather warmth added to their debilitated state.52

In early February, General Taylor received the 

orders to move his men to the Rio Grande. The month was 

dry with good weather and less sickness than any previous 

month. The sick were left behind so those marching were 

in the best condition and spirits.53 April brought more

rain and warmer weather but little sickness.54 From May

18 to July 19, Taylor's camp was in Matamoras. Heavy 

rains rendered tents useless but provided for navigable 

waters and healthier summer conditions. The Matamoras 

residents claimed there was less sickness in years of 

heavy rain than years when the lakes and lagoons were not 

filled. The army did experience mild illnesses in 1846 

but a large number of sick and dead in 1847, a year of 
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little rain.ss 

Some of the worst reports of camp conditions came 

from Camargo. Camargo was located on the San Juan River 

about four miles above its union with the Rio Grande. 

The San Juan had overflowed its banks because of the 

heavy rainfalls.56 Camargo was situated in limestone

rock and thus provided little comfort in the hot, humid 

conditions of July and August. The tents were placed 

next to the only supply of water which was used for 

drinking as well as waste disposal and bathing for men 

and animals.57 The troops quickly succumbed to the

horrible conditions. It was said the only time at which 

the hospital tents were not full was when they were 

cleared of their dead, only to be replaced by more 

dying.SB Approximately 1500 troops died at Camargo.59

Lieutenant George B. McClellan said, "They literally die 

like dogs."60 As burials went on night and day, stories

were told that the mockingbirds learned to whistle the 

tune of the death march.61

By late September the troops had reached Monterey, a 

town about 4100 feet above sea level with nearly 12,000 

citizens.62 Monterey was surrounded with mountains and

limestone quarries. The valley was rich with streams, 

fields, and gardens.63 Its beauty was spoiled in the

autumn as warm days and cold nights caused the troops and 

townspeople alike to suffer from serious fevers. The 
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soldiers, now fatigued by a year of marching, rations, 

and exposure, could not withstand. On November first and 

second, fifty-three fever cases were admitted.64

The towns of Jalapa and Saltillo were also in the 

mountains. At 4335 feet, Jalapa was a resort for wealthy 

Spaniards. The army, on the contrary, named it Camp 

Misery for the drenching rains brought from Gulf 

clouds.65 Saltillo, a town of about 13,000, was reached

by Taylor's men on November 16.66 At 5240 feet, its

winter was quite cold. During their stay of almost two 

months, ice was common on the ground and in the water.67

To march on the City of Mexico, General Scott's army 

landed at Mexico's main port, Vera Cruz, in the spring of 

1847. The city, being completely walled, was cut off 

from the breezes of the sea.68 The streets were filthy

although inhabited by only about 5000 people. General 

Isaac Stevens said, "The filth and nastiness are almost 

beyond belief; our authorities are now making every 

effort to clean the city." Colonel Hitchcock moved his 

tent outside the city because the stench was 

intolerable.69 Behind the town were stagnant swamps and

marshes.70 The temperature rarely varied

beyond the 70's and 80's,71 but from October to April

occasional northers did not surprise the townspeople. 

They welcomed the cool storms with feelings that it rid 

the area of bad air.72 During their encampment at Vera
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Cruz, Scott's men subsisted on little drinking water and 

only salt pork and hard biscuits as food.73 With the

condition of the town combined with the condition of the 

soldier's camps, disease spread quickly. From April 1, 

1847 to March 21, 1848, the hospital received 6466 

patients of whom 775 died.74 The most common illnesses

were diarrhea, dysentery, and fevers such as yellow 

fever.75 Thus, Scott's army was much reduced as it

marched toward Mexico City. 

On the way to Mexico City was Puebla. The soldiers 

dealt with low morale, intense heat, hostile Mexicans, 

and the usual sickness. The many who died here and at 

Perote were wrapped in the blanket in which they expired 

and thrown into pits outside the camp.76 Mexico City, at

7469 feet above sea level, was reached in September.77

Stagnant water and sewage stood in the streets causing_ 

disease to spread even in the winter months.78 

Once again, much of the horrible suffering of the 

soldiers could have been avoided with more preparation. 

Only the most �ardy recruits should have been selected to 

face the extreme changes in weather which faced the 

marching soldiers. More time should have been taken to 

teach recruits simple camp sanitation and disease 

prevention. Better supplies of tents, coats, blankets, 

shoes, and food would have bridged the great gap between 

the ill and the well. More time in planning the routes 
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of the several campaigns would have lessened the horrible 

lack of transportation and drinkable water. Because 

these provisions were not made, conditions developed 

which killed 11,155 from disease and exposure.79 The 

following is a clear expression of the hardships 

encountered by the common soldier. 

THE DESERT ROUTE 

While here, beneath a sultry sky, 
Our famished mules and cattle die; 

Scarce aught but skin and bones remain 
To feed poor soldiers on the plain. 

How hard, to starve and wear us out, 
Upon this sandy, desert route. 

We sometimes now for lack of bread, 
Are less than quarter rations fed, 

And soon expect, for all of meat, 
naught less than broke-down mules, to eat. 

Now, half-starved oxen, over-drilled, 
Too weak to draw, for beef are killed; 

And gnawing hunger prompting men 
To eat small entrails and the skin. 

Sometimes we quarter for the day, 
While men are sent ten miles away 

On our back track, to place in store 
An ox, given out the day before •. 

And when an ox is like to die, 
The whole camp halts, and we lay by: 
The greed¥ wolves and buzzards stay, 

Expecting rations for the day. 

Our hardships reach their rou9h extremes, 
When valiant men are roped with teams, 

Hour after hour, and day by day, 
To wear our strength and lives away. 

The teams can hardly drag their loads 
Along the hilly, sandy roads, 

While trav'ling near the Rio Grande, 



0 'er hills and dales of heated sand. 

- We see some twenty men, or more,
With empty stomachs, and foot-sore,

Bound to one wagon, plodding on 
Thro' sand, beneath a burning sun. 

A Doctor which the Government 
Has furnished, proves a punishment! 

At his rude call of "Jim Along Joe," 
The sick and halt, to him must go. 

Both night and morn, this call is heard; 
Our indignation then is stirr'd, 

And we sincerely wish in hell, 
His arsenic and calomel. 

To take lt, if we're not inclined, 
We're threatened, "You'll be left behind:" 
When bored with threats �rofanely rough, 

We swallow down the poisonous stuff. 

Some stand the journey well, and some 
Are by the hardships overcome; 

And thus the "Mormons" are worn �Ht 
_ Upon this long and weary route. 
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CHAPTER VII 

DYSENTERY AND YELLOW FEVER 

Many began to question the Mexican War when of the 

approximately 100,000 who served, almost 13,000 died.1

The war was the country's most costly conflict to date. 

Of that number, however, only 1549 died in action.2

Thus, an average of eleven and a half percent of those 

who served.died of disease. The most prevalent and fatal 

illness was dysentery, which caused severe diarrhea. 

Other serious afflictions were yellow fever, typhoid, 

malaria, and venereal diseases. 

When the United States first began to assemble its 

army in 1845, many of the troops were sent to Corpus 

Christi. From October to December of that year 630 of 

3500 soldiers received treatment in the hospital.3 In

1846, within Duncan's Battery 2104 soldiers were treated 

for a variety of ailments.4 ·From April 1, 1847 to March

31, 1848, 4168 cases of fevers and diarrhea were treated 

in the Vera Cruz hospital.5 On June 4, 1847, General

Scott wrote that only 5820 enlisted men were fit for duty 

as about 1000 were sick at Vera Cruz, 1000 at Jalapa, 200 

at Perote, and 1017 at Puebla.6 Twenty-five percent of

the regular troops were unfit for duty in January of 1848 

as 3_802 of 11,162 ·were ill. 7
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Lew Wallace, who later wrote Ben-Hur, recounted that 

·many soldiers came to camp very healthy, but within three

weeks most soldiers' cheeks had become sallow, their eyes

become filmy and sunken, their voice flat, and their

movements listless.8 It was not unusual for even

commanders to be ill. When one ill officer disagreed

with his replacement, he returned to duty until General

Scott, whose decisions he trusted, arrived.9 On his way

to Corpus Christi, soldier William Mcclintock was forced

to find his own treatment for severe stomach pain as he

was not near a doctor. He took an opium pill, a

laxative, and swallowed tobacco juice to empty his

stomach. After several hours, one or the combination of

these forced emission and relief of the pain.10 Some

time later he became ill again and was left by his

regiment on the prairie near the Nueces River. He

thought he would die there but a nearby ranch family

nursed him to health.11 The.Mormon Battalion believed

their doctor and colonel were forcing them into dangerous

situations which might cause their deaths. Sergeant

Daniel Tyler said he overheard that forced marches,

forced medicine, and forced duty were to make the

soldiers sick.12 Their pleas for the doctor to observe

their religious objection to strong medicine were met

with threats and the punishment of having his potions

served in an old rusty spoon.13
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Undoubtedly, modern medicine would have prevented 

many of the illnesses which the soldiers contracted. In 

the mid-nineteenth century, however, many misconceptions 

still existed. For decades, the most widely accepted 

notion was the miasma theory. Even into the 1860's it 

was thought that bad air from swampy regions, decaying 

vegetable and animal matter, heat, and moisture carried 

many diseases.14· Therefore, hot and dry summers did not

bring many malarial cases because moisture was pulled out 

of the combination which caused the bad air.15 The

miasma theory was not disproved as the cause of yellow 

fever until Walter Reed conducted his experiments with 

the Aedes aegypti mosquito around the turn of the 

century.16

Diarrhea and dysentery caused more deaths than any 

other disease in Mexico. Simple diarrhea caused by 

drinking Mexican liquors or eating local fruits was most 

often treated with castor oil. If further treatment was 

necessary, doses of calomel and morphia were given.17 

Dysentery, much more severe, was caused by bacteria in a 

victim's intestines. Diarrhea with blood and pus, 

cramps, and fever were the obvious symptoms. It was 

spread from person to person through infected excrement 

that contaminated food and water, or by flies.18 Because

of filthy camp conditions, the disease spread quickly and 

easily. Early treatment, much like that for simple 
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diarrhea, was vital to keep the walls of the intestines 

from eroding.19 If the disease continued for several

days, combinations of sulphates of copper and opium, and 

acetate of lead and opium were given.20 In 1846, twenty

two percent of all the illnesses treated were diarrhea 

and dysentery.21 For the year April 1, 1847 to March 31,

1848, twenty percent of all deaths in the Vera Cruz 

hospital were from these two afflictions.22 The First

South Carolina Regiment23 and the Georgia Battalion lost 

half of their strength in Mexico, mostly due to 

dysentery. This deadly disease also caused most of the 

360 fatalities of 759 men in the Fourth Tennessee and the 

demise of 400 soldiers in the 1800 strong First and 

Second Pennsylvania.24 Lewis Wunder wrote that almost

every man in his company suffered from diarrhea and felt 

that its cause was the horrible water they were compelled 

to drink.25

The sickness and death continued and spread even 

after the war ended. The camps in the United States for 

returning troops reported one hundred deaths from 

diarrhea and dysentery from July to December 1848.26

Before 1846, the state of Massachusetts averaged 236 

deaths from dysentery. From 1847 to 1850, the number 

varied from 1074 to 2455. 20,000 deaths from dysentery 

were reported in the 1850 census compared to 8000 in the 

1870 census.27 There clearly was a link between the
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troops returning with the _highly contagious disease and 

the increase in its victims in the United States. 

The only fear equal to that of dysentery was yellow 

fever, also known as the black vomito or yellow jack.28

In 1846, twenty-nine percent of the cases treated were 

yellow fever.2 9 From April 1, 1847 to March 31, 1848,

twenty-nine percent of the Vera Cruz mortality rate was 

from the black vomito.30 The city with the worst

reputation for the disease was Vera Cruz. Plans for the 

attack on the town were greatly affected because of 

General Scott's fear of the fever. As early as February 

22, 1847, Scott's command determined that if Vera Cruz 

were not attacked by April, the assault would be 

abandoned.31 Scott chose not to starve out the city32

and risked an attack without waiting for heavy 

artillery.33 During a cease-fire, Scott refused the

Mexican request to let the women and children leave the 

city because the delay would bring the troops ever closer 

to the vomito season.34 When the city surrendered, the

troops left to occupy it were located on "the waterfront, 

open to the sea breezes" because it was thought that this 

would break up the bad air which caused the fever.35 In

fact, the wind did blow away the mosquitoes which truly 

carried the disease. By early May the first cases of 

yellow fever were treated and on May 7 it claimed its 

first soldier.36 In June the number ill increased
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greatly, but in July and August more deaths occurred. Of 

those treated for yellow jack, eighteen percent 

expired.37

Yellow fever first became known in 1740 when a ship 

from Panama introduced it to Mexico. It was assumed, of 

course, that the crew carried the disease.38 It was,

instead, the mosquitoes carried in the boat which brought 

the death. Yellow fever was an infectious disease with 

mild symptoms of fever, headache, pain in the limbs and 

back, burning in the eyes, and constipation. In the last 

and most severe stages the bowels and kidneys failed 

causing jaundice and internal bleeding produced a 

blackish vomit, thus the name black vomito.39 Death

normally occurred from the sixth to ninth day. 

Therefore, if a patient recovered it was usually quick 

and immunity from future attacks was secured.40 A

prominent danger was the confusion of yellow fever in its 

early stages with other less -dangerous fevers, or with 

the flu. Doctors in areas where the vomito was known to 

appear were advised to treat all cases with yellow fever 

symptoms as such.41 The outbreak at Vera Cruz was

attributed to a crowded population, bad ventilation, high 

temperatures, humidity, and miasmas (bad air).42 Some

thought the disease was caused by overexposure to the sun 

or overeating and drinking. A naval doctor believed sea 

air had to be present and another affirmed that only the 
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brave should be taken to yellow jack areas because fear 

opened one's body to the disease· 43 Because the most

accepted theory related to miasmas, much of the city was 

ordered to be cleaned of waste, drained of stagnant 

water, and ventilated wherever possible. Soldiers were 

instructed to avoid the sun, strong drink, green fruit, 

and rich foods. 44 This action not only cleared some of 

the mosquito breeding grounds, but it also helped prevent 

some diarrhe�. It was incorrectly believed that the 

fever was not contagious because those admitted to the 

hospital did not infect more of the patients and staff. 45

Members of one regiment who acquired the black vomito in 

Pascagoula had not passed through Vera Cruz, New Orleans, 

or Mobile. It was believed, then, that because the 

disease was not contracted elsewhere that it could not be 

contagious. 46 At least some lives could have been spared

if the infectious nature of the disease had been 

understood. 

The most common treatment for most fevers, 

especially yellow fever, was quinine. Quinine, produced 

from the cinchona bark, did not in reality affect the 

disease, but it did often reduce fever by acting as a 

depressant. 47 The drug was also used as a diaphoretic

and diuretic48 but was avoided in large doses due to its 

side effects of deafness and blindness. 49 To produce

perspiration, one of the first steps in-treating yellow 
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fever was to give the patient a warm mustard bath. 

Calomel with quinine, hot water bottles, and hot bricks 

were used to produce the same result.50 When a patient

otherwise healthy had hot skin, a hard pulse, and an 

intense headache, bleeding was often employed.51 This

was accomplished in several ways. If available, leeches 

were applied to the temples and forehead.52 If not, a

process called cupping was used. A cup filled with 

ignited alcohol was pressed against the skin, usua11·y 

down the spine, and a blister was raised. Some cups used 

a vacuum device to cause the blister which was then 

lanced.53 If cups were not available, a vein was simply

cut and allowed to bleed freely. It was believed that 

bleeding equalized temperature and circulation, calmed 

the nervous system, and eased the pain of the stomach and 

head.54 Although somewhat controversial at the time,

mercury was sometimes administered as a cathartic. 

Doctors believed evacuation of the bowels reduced stomach 

pain, nausea, and vomiting in later stages.55 A more

common and accepted cathartic was calomel which was used 

in the last stages when the stomach was most sensitive.56

At some time during his service, almost every 

soldier was affected by some illness. Most were struck 

with diarrhea at least once from food and drink. The 

most unfortunate were afflicted with dysentery. Yellow 

fever was a very painful death that claimed many lives. 



These were only representative, however, of the many 

ailments that the soldiers contracted. 
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CHAPTER VIII 

OTHER DISEASES AND THEIR TREATMENT 

Dysentery and yellow fever caused the greatest 

number of deaths, but fevers in general were very common 

and produced a great deal of suffering. From April 1, 

1847 to March 31, 1848, twenty-six percent of all cases 

treated in Vera Cruz were fevers other than yellow jack.I 

One of the difficulties of this period was the similarity 

in the symptoms of malaria, typhoid, dysentery, and 

cholera. All of these produced fever, cramps, and a ,  

bloody diarrhea and were transmitted by a pest or 

contaminated water. All, therefore, were usually termed 

fevers and treated similarly. Early in the course 

of the fever, the patient was given a hot mustard bath 

followed by a dose of quinine.2 Nearly all physicians

used quinine but by different methods. Some gave doses 

of thirty to fifty grains while others felt ten grains 

was the maximum amount that could safely be given.3

Certain doctors gave the drug only at the beginning of 

the illness while others repeated doses throughout the 

sickness.4 Quinine had become so cheap and proven in its

effectiveness to subdue fever that the soldiers often 

bought and used it on their own.5 When fellow soldiers

of William Mcclintock had fever and chills on their way 
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to duty, he bought grains and pills of quinine in 

Austin.6 Quinine alone often produced vomiting, so it

was mixed with either calomel or morphine.7 When the

quinine ran out, the raw cinchone bark from which it 

derived was chewed. After this, sulphate of zinc and 

myrrh were used as a substitute, followed by arsenic.a 

Although arsenic had definite side effects, it was 

believed to· be practical in treating fevers. Doctor 

Sanderson of the Mormon Battalion reported that his 

calornel had run out so the main drug in camp was 

arsenic.9 This did little to encourage the soldiers who

already dreaded the doctor's treatments. Other treatment 

included bleeding or cupping for a heavy pulse,lO 

mercury for a purgative,11 and castor oil or brandy for

"internal stimulants.1112

When Sergeant Daniel Tyler of the Mormon Battalion 

took a fever, he begged his friends not to report him to 

the doctor. However the men driving the sick wagon had 

to count him among the ill and he was consequently taken 

to Dr. Sanderson. The doctor ordered him to take the 

calomel and arsenic in his presence and not to drink any 

cold water for·two days or he would die. Tyler instead 

drank a great deal of water which he said, "caused a 

greater degree of perspiration than [I] ever experienced 

before or afterwards." When he returned to the doctor, 

Sanderson took credit for breaking the fever so 
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quickly.13 There was a botanic physician in camp, but

Sanderson had threatened to cut the throat of any one who 

gave the men medicine without his permission.14 Jonathan

Pugmire acquired a severe fever when he was detailed for 

blacksmithing. Working outside in the August sun over a 

bed of heated limestone caused him to collapse. Eight 

months later he still felt some effects from the fever 

and had not received any pay for his work.15

There were several small outbreaks of measles which 

were treated with diaphoretics and hot whiskey.16 At

Camargo many of the volunteers contracted measles with 

several cases proving fatal.17 Some Texan Volunteers

also caught the disease at Monterey.18 More severe,

though, were the occasional outbreaks of smallpox among 

volunteers. Lewis Wunder wrote that not all of his 

regiment was allowed to land at Lobos Island because one 

or two cases had been found.19 A few cases of smallpox

were reported at Vera Cruz in 1847 and by early 1848 a 

smallpox hospital was established outside of the city.20

Syphilis and gonorrhea were not uncommon during the 

war. They were not severe at Matamoras, Camargo, 

Monterey, and Vera Cruz but in Saltillo and Mexico City 

there were many serious cases.21 The camp at one town

reported twenty-three cases of syphilis and eighty-four 

cases of gonorrhea in a little over one month.22 In 

occurrences of syphilis at Saltillo, pustules and 
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chancres were either cauterized or burned off with acid. 

In the later stages, mercurials were given to produce 

salivation. It was recommended that a strong dosage of 

mercury be given for several weeks or months after a sore 

healed to prevent it from returning. To reduce 

inflammation in gonorrhea, lances and poultices were used 

followed by opium, camphor, and similar drugs.23

Perhaps one of the most puzzling maladies of the war 

struck only one regiment. Doctor Thomas N. Love of the 

Second Regiment of the Mississippi Rifles described a 

mysterious illness which he termed the cold plague. 

Pennsylvania troops were camped in the identical location 

at the same time as the Mississippi men, but none of them 

were affected.24 Love described ten different cases in

which the patient would complain of severe pain in some 

0 part of the body to have the pain change location in a 

few hours. Common symptoms which accompanied the pain 

were splotches, swelling, and severe pain in the head. 

The doctor prescribed emetics, cathartics, quinine,25

mustard plasters,26 and bleeding,27 to no avail. Within

twenty-four to forty-eight hours most patients drifted 

into a coma and succumbed to death.28

Many of the treatments and drugs used in the Mexican 

War were later discovered to be harmful to the human 

body. Alcohol, usually whiskey or brandy, was believed 

to stimulate· digestion· and the heart. Taken internally, 
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it was thought to fight germs and bacteria.29 Although

sometimes used by doctors for personal reasons, brandy 

was distributed to mix with medicines to ease their 

bitterness.30 Dr. Love drew up a table which showed the

relation of soldiers' deaths and temperance in the 

Mississippi Rifle's Second Regiment. Amazingly, of the 

ten companies, all experienced the highest death rate 

among men who never or seldom drank compared to those who 

were drunk often or most of the time. In six of the ten 

companies, the majority of their deaths took place before 

the company ever left New Orleans for the war.31

Mercury and calomel, of which the main ingredient 

was mercury,32 were used to induce vomiting and purging.

Arsenic was used as an internal stimulator.33 Years

later these were proved to be highly toxic poisons which 

should never be taken internally. Bleeding and purging, 

now known to weaken a patient, were used to restore 

balance in the body or to counteract an undesired 

condition.34

Other practices and beliefs which seemed eccentric 

in their totality were used in combinations by several 

army doctors. -The botanic system was introduced by 

Samuel Thompson and was built on the belief that remedies 

were found in "increas[ing] the internal heat, remov[ing] 

all obstructions of the system, restor[ing] the digestive 

powers of the stomach, and produc[ing] a natural 



perspiration." This was accomplished by using plants, 

herbs, and "steaming 11
•

35 Many of the treatments and
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. medicines used on soldiers were applied with the hope of 

producing one of these effects. Homeopathy was brought 

to the United States by Hans Burch Gram in 1825. By 

1848, two homeopathic medical colleges existed in the

States. This school of thought believed that a drug 

which produced symptoms of a certain disease would cure

that disease. It further taught that a drug's effect was 

heightened with many small doses.36_ Therefore, doctors

who used mercury or quinine for the treatment of yellow 

fever may have accepted the homeopathic notion that drugs 

producing similar manifestations of a disease could cure 

it. Several doctors also trusted that quinine was more

potent if given in small amounts every few hours. 

,Finally, many religious groups discouraged the use of 

drugs and encouraged faith in healing by God. Tyler, of 

the Mormon Battalion, wrote of at least three occasions 

where sick among their group·were healed by prayer.37

Despite the many treatments, thousands of troops 

died. Whenever possible, soldiers were placed in a 

lumber coffin and interred in a marked grave with 

military honors.38 Unfortunately, as the number of

deaths increased it was impossible to provide such care

for each one. At Camargo, burials took place night and 

day_to take care of the 1500 who died.39 Tom Tennery of
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Illinois recorded the death of a friend about every other 

day for six weeks while there.40 Soldiers wrote at

Puebla that they could not walk far in the streets 

without hearing the funeral procession.41 So many were

buried at Perote that a pit was dug outside the camp each 

day in which the dead were placed, without military 

honors, after being wrapped in a blanket. The soldiers 

sang, "Wrap me in my old stable blanket, and say a poor 

lancer lies low. 11
42 While on a march the line was often 

forced to stop when a man was near death.43 · He would be

buried without a coffin or marker and the grave disguised 

from wild animals with burnt brush or stones.44 Levi w.

Hancock of the Mormon Battalion wrote "Death and the 

Wolves. 11
45 

The Battalion encamped 
By the side of a grove, 

Where the pure waters flowed 
From the mountains above. 

Our brave hunters came in 
From the chase of wild bulls

All around 'rose the din 
Of the howling of wolves. 

When the guards were all placed 
On their outposts around, 

The low hills and broad wastes 
Were alive with the sound, 

-Though the cold wind blew high
Down the huge mountain shelves, 

All was rife with the cry 
Of the ravenous wolves. 

Though not as deadly as dysentery and the black 

vomito, fevers, measles, smallpox, venereal diseases, and 
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other maladies caused a great deal of distress and death. 

Many of the treatments used would be considered 

ridiculous only years later. Those who passed away 

usually experienced a humiliating death and the burial of 

a pauper. 
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CHAPTER IX 

CONCLUSIONS 

Of the 100,182 soldiers who served in the Mexican 

War,1 old regulars made up 15,736 of the number and

served an average of twenty-six months. New regulars 

numbering 11,186 gave an average of fifteen months to the 

war while 73,260 volunteers enlisted for an average of 

ten months.2 Due to their extended time in service, the

old regulars lost the greatest number in battle with a 

percentage of 23.3. The new regulars forfeited 10.2 

percent in fighting compared with the volunteer's 9.96 

percent.3 Disease claimed only eight percent of the old

regulars who were often officers, the best equipped, and 

well trained in camp sanitation. The volunteers lost 

approximately 12.14 percent with the new regulars losing 

15.2 percent.4 Although the new regulars were better 

equipped and trained than the volunteers, they served an 

average of five months more.· In the conditions under 

which troops were forced to live, five months made a 

significant difference in the number of illnesses to 

which a soldier might fall prey. Under these terms, the 

Mexican War was the most lethal conflict ever encountered 

by the United States.5

Little new medical knowledge was gained during the 
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Mexican War. The circular method of amputation proved to 

be more successful than the flap method in most 

circumstances and ether was used on a small scale for the 

first time in war. The reputation of many army surgeons 

was not made until their accomplishments following the 

war. Some continued in the War Department's Medical 

Bureau and served in high positions during the Civil War. 

Charles Tripler, who began as Surgeon of the Second 

Infantry,6 was promoted to Medical Director of Twigg's

Second Division during the war.7 He went on to serve in

the War Between the States as did R.S. Satterlee.8

During the Mexican War, Satterlee served as Medical 

Director in Worth's Division9 until he was promoted to 

Chief Surgeon after the army left Puebla.10 J.M. Cuyler,

Surgeon of the Fourth Artillery, and Ebenezer Swift of 

the Cavalry's First Dragoons11 were also among several 

who used their war experience in the Civil War.12 J.K.

Barnes, who was only an assistant surgeon with the 

Cavalry's Third Dragoons,13 became Surgeon General of the

Army in 1864.14

After the war ended, several surgeons became active 

in their communities, states, and country. Surgeon of 

the First Illinois Volunteer Infantry, Dr. William B. 

Herrick, became a professor of anatomy at Rusk Medical 

College.15 Baylor County, Texas was named in honor of

Dr. Henry w. Baylor who practiced in LaGrange and served 
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as a surgeon for the Texas Rangers during the war.16

Also with the Rangers throughout the war was Dr. James 

Webb Throckmorton. He served in the Texas Legislature 

for fourteen years and voted against secession in 1861. 

He was elected Governor of Texas in 1866 but was deposed 

by the Radical Republicans one year later.17 One of the

most colorful surgeons who served in the war was Doctor 

Ashbel Smith. Prior to the war, he had served Texas 

since 1837 as Surgeon General of the Texas Army, 

ambassador, and Secretary of State. After aiding the men 

of General Taylor's army in Mexico, Smith was elected to 

both the Texas House and Senate. A visionary man, Smith 

openly spoke against the Know-Nothing Party, secession, 

and the Ku Klux Klan. He worked with orphans, was a 

collaborator of the American revised version of the 

Bible, was President of the State Medical Association, 

and published many medical articles.18

The war brought three important advances to the 

Medical Department. Before 1847, officers in the bureau 

had little in actual rank or status. On February 11 of 

_that year, an act which increased the number of medical 

officers in th� army also improved their status.19 For

instance, the surgeon general's rank was increased from 

colonel to brigadier.20 In December, 1846, Surgeon

General Thomas Lawson traveled to the Rio Grande to 

inspect the medical conditions of the war. General Scott 
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asked him to accompany the army to Mexico City as Chief 

Medical Officer.21 On returning to Washington D.C.,

Lawson made two recommendations which Congress adopted. 

One created a retired list for officers and the other was 

to build an asylum for enlisted men. General Scott 

contributed $118,000 of money he collected during the 

Mexican War to the Soldiers' Home in Washington.22

The Medical Bureau, organized under the regulations 

of the Department of War, inadequately planned for an 

army at war. A deficient number of medical officers was 

expected to serve an army of thousands of newly 

recruited, poorly equipped men with limited training in

camp safety and sanitation. Provisions quickly ran out 

with most of the supply centers thousands of miles away. 

Transportation for the sick and wounded doubtless caused 

more deaths as no ambulances for the purpose were 

provided. Deplorable hospital and camp conditions 

resulted in the miserable deaths of thousands. Although 

no fault of the surgeons, primitive and sometimes harmful 

treatments for many wounds and diseases were still 

practiced at the time of the war. Many continued to die 

long after. The Surgeon General's Report of June 30, 

1849, showed an army death rate of 8.02 percent for the 

year ending.23 Many of these were from diseases or

wounds inflicted from the Mexican War. It appears the 

War Department learned from its many _mistakes. In no 
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conflict since have American soldiers been so deprived of 

food, water, supplies, and medical attention. 
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